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Probability/Statistics Review Sheet
1. The probability that Chloe the cardinal shows up in the Schlansky’s backyard is

12
. The
19

10
. If the probability that Chloe
17
12
shows up in the Schlansky’s backyard or the Silverman’s backyard is
, what is the probability
16
that Chloe shows up in both backyards?

probability that Chloe shows up in the Silverman’s backyard is

2. The probability that a student in Mr. Orkofsky’s first period class passes the Regents is
and the probability that a student in his period 8 class passes the Regents is

25
26

17
. If the probability
19

27
, what is the probability that a
28
student passes the regents in period 1 and period 8? Round your answer to the nearest percent.

that a student in period 1 or period 8 passing the Regents is

3. The set of data in the table below shows the results of a survey on the number of messages that
people of different ages text on their cell phones each month.

If a person from this survey is selected at random, what is the probability that the person texts
over 50 messages per month given that the person is between the ages of 23 and 60?
1)
2)
3)
4)
4. A statistics class surveyed some students during one lunch period to obtain opinions about
television programming preferences. The results of the survey are summarized in the table
below.

What percentage of the school’s male students would prefer comedy?

5. The guidance department has reported that of the senior class, 2.3% are members of key club, K, 8.6%
are enrolled in AP Physics, P, and 1.9% are in both. Determine the probability of P given K, to the
nearest tenth of a percent. The principal would like a basic interpretation of these results. Write a
statement relating your calculated probabilities to student enrollment in the given situation.

6. A study was designed to test the effectiveness of a new drug. Half of the volunteers received the drug.
The other half received a sugar pill. The probability of a volunteer receiving the drug and getting well
was 40%. What is the probability of a volunteer getting well, given that the volunteer received the drug?

7. At a local mall, 125 people were asked how they choose to pay for their
merchandise. The data is shown in the table below:
Credit Card

Cash

Male

40

10

Female

60

15

Does the data suggest that the gender and type of payment are independent of each
other? Explain your answer.

8. One-hundred employees of a company were asked their opinion on paying high salaries to the
CEO. Their responses are summarized in the following contingency table.

Male
Female

In Favor
15
4

Against
45
36

Based on the data, are gender an opinion on salaries independent of each other? Justify
your answer.

9. The number of hours of sleep employees at a company get per night is normally distributed
with a mean of 7.1 hours and a standard deviation of 1.4 hours. If an employee is randomly
selected, what is the probability they sleep between 5 and 8 hours each night? Round your
answer to the nearest percent. If there are 2500 employees at the company, approximately how
many of them, to the nearest person, got less than 5 hours of sleep?

10. The heights of students in an elementary school are normally distributed with a mean of 35.7
inches and a standard deviation of 3.2 inches. If a student is chosen at random from the
elementary school, what is the probability that they will be between 34 and 35 inches? If there
235 students in the elementary school, to the nearest child, how many students are more than 40
inches tall?

11. Ricky and Marissa are very competitive with each other. Ricky took a physics test where the
mean was 82, the standard deviation was 4, and he scored an 85. Marissa took a chemistry test
where the mean was 78, the standard deviation was 6, and she scored an 83. Who scored better
on their exam? Explain your answer.

12. Jasmine took two college placements exams. On the Malhotra University placement exam,
she scored an 87 where the mean was 82.3 and the standard deviation was 4.2. On the Biron
State College placement exam, she scored an 81 where the mean was a 78.0 and the standard
deviation was 2.9. On which placement exam did she scored better? Justify your answer.

13. Is the following an observational study or an experiment? Explain your answer.
a) A study is done to see how high soda will erupt when mint candies are dropped into two-liter
bottles of soda. You want to compare using one mint candy, five mint candies, and 10 mint
candies. You design a cylindrical mechanism, which drops the desired number of mint
candies all at once. You have 15 bottles of soda to use. You randomly assign five bottles
into which you drop one candy, five into which you drop five candies, and five into which
you drop 10 candies. For each bottle, you record the height of the eruption created after the
candies are dropped into it.

b) You want to see if fifth-grade boys or fifth-grade girls are faster at solving Ken-Ken puzzles.
You randomly select twenty fifth-grade boys and twenty fifth-grade girls from fifth graders
in your school district. You time and record how long it takes each student to solve the same
Ken-Ken puzzle correctly.

14. Suppose that in your health class you read two studies on the relationship between
eating breakfast and success in school for elementary school children. Both studies
concluded that eating breakfast causes elementary school children to be successful in
school.
a) Suppose that one of the studies was an observational study. Describe how you
would recognize that they had conducted an observational study. Were the
researchers correct in their causal conclusion?

b) Suppose that one of the studies was an experiment. Describe how you would
recognize that they had conducted an experiment. Were the researchers correct in
their causal conclusion?

15. Which survey is least likely to contain bias?
1) surveying a sample of people leaving a movie theater to determine which flavor of ice
cream is the most popular
2) surveying the members of a football team to determine the most watched TV sport
3) surveying a sample of people leaving a library to determine the average number of
books a person reads in a year
4) surveying a sample of people leaving a gym to determine the average number of
hours a person exercises per week
16. A survey is to be conducted in a small upstate village to determine whether or not local
residents should fund construction of a skateboard park by raising taxes. Which segment of the
population would provide the most unbiased responses?
1) a club of local skateboard enthusiasts
2) senior citizens living on fixed incomes
3) a group opposed to any increase in taxes
4) every tenth person 18 years of age or older walking down Main St.
17. An orange-juice processing plant receives a truckload of oranges. The quality control team
randomly chooses three pails of oranges, each containing 50 oranges, from the truckload.
Identify the sample and the population in the given scenario. State one conclusion that the
quality control team could make about the population if 5% of the sample was found to be
unsatisfactory.

18. A company that manufactures screws has a guideline that each screw needs to be between 9.8
and 10.2 mm. A company interested in purchasing these screws randomly selected 2 boxes of
screws and determined that 98.9% of them satisfied the guidelines. Identify the sample and the
population in the given scenario. State one conclusion the company could make regarding the
population.

19. The following is an example of a sampling distribution of sample proportions of
heads in 𝟒𝟎 flips of a coin. The mean is .4955 and the sample standard deviation is
.0852.

Find the margin of error and the confidence interval. Explain the meaning of the
confidence interval in the context of the problem.

What is the sample mean? What is population mean? How do they compare?

Is the coin fair? Explain.

Fred flipped a coin 40 times and 65% of the flips came up heads. Is this an expected
outcome? Explain your answer.

If this experiment was performed where the coin was flipped 20 times, how would the
data be affected?

20. Elizabeth waited for 6 minutes at the drive thru at her favorite fast-food restaurant the last
time she visited. She was upset about having to wait that long and notified the manager. The
manager assured her that her experience was very unusual and that it would not happen again. A
study of customers commissioned by this restaurant found an approximately normal distribution
of results. The mean wait time was 226 seconds and the standard deviation was 38 seconds.
Given these data, and using a 95% level of confidence, was Elizabeth’s wait time unusual?
Justify your answer.

21. Mrs. Jones had hundreds of jelly beans in a bag that contained equal numbers of six different
flavors. Her student randomly selected four jelly beans and they were all black licorice. Her
student complained and said "What are the odds I got all of that kind?" Mrs. Jones replied,
"simulate rolling a die 250 times and tell me if four black licorice jelly beans is unusual."
Explain how this simulation could be used to solve the problem.

22. In a random sample of 250 men in the United States, age 21 or older, 139 are married. The
graph below simulated samples of 250 men, 200 times, assuming that 139 of the men are
married.
a) Based on the simulation, create an interval in which the middle 95% of the number of married
men may fall. Round your answer to the nearest integer.
b) A study claims "50 percent of men 21 and older in the United States are married." Do your
results from part a contradict this claim? Explain.

23. Charlie's Automotive Dealership is considering implementing a new check-in procedure for
customers who are bringing their vehicles for routine maintenance. The dealership will launch
the procedure if 50% or more of the customers give the new procedure a favorable rating when
compared to the current procedure. The dealership devises a simulation based on the minimal
requirement that 50% of the customers prefer the new procedure. Each dot on the graph below
represents the proportion of the customers who preferred the new check-in procedure, each of
sample size 40, simulated 100 times.

Assume the set of data is approximately normal and the dealership wants to be 95% confident of
its results. Determine an interval containing the plausible sample values for which the dealership
will launch the new procedure. Round your answer to the nearest hundredth. Forty customers
are selected randomly to undergo the new check-in procedure and the proportion of customers
who prefer the new procedure is 32.5%. The dealership decides not to implement the new
check-in procedure based on the results of the study. Use statistical evidence to explain this
decision.
24. A company created a pill that is supposed to reduce the length of the common cold. Describe
a controlled experiment to test this hypothesis.

25. A farm is experimenting with a drug to increase the size of its chickens. Describe a
controlled experiment that can be performed to see if this drug is effective.

26. Seventy-two students are randomly divided into two equally-sized study groups. Each
member of the first group (group 1) is to meet with a tutor after school twice each week for one
hour. The second group (group 2), is given an online subscription to a tutorial account that they
can access for a maximum of two hours each week. Students in both groups are given the same
tests during the year. A summary of the two groups’ final grades is shown below:

Calculate the mean difference in the final grades (group 1 – group 2) and explain its meaning in
the context of the problem. A simulation was conducted in which the students’ final grades were
rerandomized 500 times. The results are shown below.

Use the simulation to determine if there is a significant difference in the final grades. Explain
your answer.

27. Ayva designed an experiment to determine the effect of a new energy drink on a group of 20
volunteer students. Ten students were randomly selected to form group 1 while the remaining 10
made up group 2. Each student in group 1 drank one energy drink, and each student in group 2
drank one cola drink. Ten minutes later, their times were recorded for reading the same
paragraph of a novel. The results of the experiment are shown below.

Ayva thinks drinking energy drinks makes students read faster. Using information from the
experimental design or the results, explain why Ayva’s hypothesis may be incorrect. Using the
given results, Ayva randomly mixes the 20 reading times, splits them into two groups of 10, and
simulates the difference of the means 232 times.

Ayva has decided that the difference in mean reading times is not an unusual occurrence.
Support her decision using the results of the simulation. Explain your reasoning.

28. The accompanying table shows the amount of water vapor, y, that will saturate 1 cubic
meter of air at different temperatures, x.
Write an exponential regression equation for this set of data, rounding all values to the nearest
thousandth. Using this equation, predict the amount of water vapor that will saturate 1 cubic
meter of air at a temperature of 50°C, and round your answer to the nearest tenth of a gram.

29. Jean invested $380 in stocks. Over the next 5 years, the value of her investment grew, as
shown in the accompanying table.

Write the exponential regression equation for this set of data, rounding all values to two decimal
places.
Using this equation, find the value of her stock, to the nearest dollar, 10 years after her initial
purchase.

